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The initial impetUs for the project came from'the Deputy Chief
of Staff, Technical Training, Air Training Command. The work was
conducted under the general supervision of Dr. Walter E. Driskill,
Chief, Occupational Survey Branch, USAF Occupational Measurement
Center, Lackland Air Force Base, Texas. Mr. Hendrick W. Ruck
contributed significantly to ftt'e development of the instrument used
in the project. Lieutenant Karl- A. Nickerson was responsible for
developing techniques for computer analysis and for subsequent studies.

'
related to the project.

The results presentedin:this report are not definitive and should
be reviewed ohly as examples- of th0 potential.of the instrument.

Thomas J.'O'Connor, Major. USAF
Project Director
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Introduction

In support of our primary mission, we train thousands of people.

Some of the (host expensive training is in the field of electronics.

The Air Force alone haS about 63,000 personnel involved directly in

the electronic fields and,the cost of their training runs into the
0

hundreds of millions of doll6rs. The Air Training Command estimates

that Air Force electronic training costs about a half million dollars

per day.

Until now, there has not been any reliable method of identifying

precisely the amount of electronic theory needed to perform various

jobs. As a result, to be on the safe side, we Mended to

our persdnnel. The main purpose of this project is to develop a

universal model to evaluate usage of basic electronic principles

training.

The criterion used by the model to evaluate electronic theor:y

training is a determination of the usefulpe.ss of the training

vis-a-vis the performance of assigned tasks in the various electronic
X

career fields.

It is important to be able to identify in a very specific manner

those portions of the electronics training whicti contribute most and

least to the performance of tasks. The identification of the relative. .

merit of various portions of electronics training has Important
f'd*

.implications,for,managers in the areas of trains g, personnel

classifidatiOn and testing..

1.1
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The Electronic Principles Inventory

Gener'61 Background

The model developed in this project is called the Electronic

Principles Inventory (EPI). The EPI or survey is different from

the usual task oriented survey in two major respects. First,

the EPI asks two generi.I questions: What do you do and what

electronic knowledge do you use In performing your job? The usual

task survey concentrates on only one question: What do you do?

The second difference is that the EPI can be administered to anyone

who works with electronics. That is, it is general in nature, unlike

the usual survey, whLch is aimed at a single specialty 'within a

career field.

The EPI is similar to the usual survey in that,the data can be

ana4yzed using the ComprehensiVe Occupational Data Analysis Programs

(CODAP).

The EP1°,cOntains two sections4. Section one
...

ground Informailon, such as rank, Command, job

the usual back-

active ml.litary 1-*".

service time, etc. Section two contains the electronic type questions.
,..

.TV content for the questions' was taken from the Keesler Air Force

Base aaslcjleotronio PrincipleS Course, 3AQR30020-I. This course is

r%
,z

the first Military electronics course taken by personnel In..,17

,V0

Specialties within the'Air Force and has a-docymented length, of
v

18 weeks. "A few of the spec1,4tHes kip some of the lessons or
,...) !

4 ,
I

modUles./ The reason the)Keesler co se contewrwas chosen to be
,

c

,.,

. 1-1
f
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base-for forMulating electronic questions was because it appears to

be one of the most extensive In terms of the depth and breadth of

ekectr.onics material.

A typical job description of an electronic specialty may include

a general terminology which uses such verbs as monitors, analyzes',

identifiee,sinstalls, maiticeins, troubleshoots, repairs, Modifies,

aligns; inspects, ca-ribrates, isolates, etc. Two questions may be

asked. First, does the action verb mean the same thing for different

specialties?. Second, even if the action verb does mean the same

'thing-in a general sense for different specialties, does each specialty

'use electronic knowledge on the same depth and breadth dimension?

The EPI results are independent of how one would answer the above

questions. That is, the EPI asks questions at such a,basic level

that the data wILLyield-the kind of information one can use to make

decisions without being affected by semantic and communication

problems that have plagued previous attempts to deal with the complexity
, q 9

of electronics training.

Brief Description et, the Mo el
. l

iff/PIn general, electro cs courses*start with the simple and

continually build'toward the complex. That is, basic components

such as resistors, capacitors, etc. are introduced first and eventually

..--"

they are combined to form such items as power supplies or motors.

The folrowingexample illustrates how the'EPt determines the

utilizatiop of erectronic principles training,

5
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- The example is for motors only but a comparablesection has

been written for resistors, capacitors, diodes, transistors, etc.,

The section on motors starts by asking: Does your job involve any

tasks dealing with - either alternating current or direct currtint

motors ?' If the individual answers no, he Is routed to the next

section of the EP1. If the response is yes, the EP! seeks to

determine speclffcally what tasks the Individual performs on motors.

The format is as follows:'

Do you perform any of the following tasks on motors?

I. inspect

2. troubleshoot down to component parts

3. troubleshoot as far as checking wire

connections but do not troubleshoot

down to component parts'. . C YES C. NO

4. clean or lubricate YES [ ] NO

5. operate . . E. 3 YES [ ] NO

6. remove-or replace complete motors . . [ ] YES NO

,other (1fDedify)

C 3 Tiv 3 NO

YES EJ NO

. [ ] YES C NO

7. remove or replace motor partsmmilap

[ .__] YES E 3 NO

From an examination of the pattern of responses to the above tasks,

some obvious assum flops about the level of electronic knowledge needed

to do different tasks can be made. That is, an individual who removes

0
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or replaces complete motors general:1y doesn't need to know as much

:3bout motors'as an Individual who troubleshoots down to component

parts.

The EPI also seeks to determine if the individual performs

tasks'on specific motor parts such as the field coil, armature, rotor,

brushes, slip rings, commutator or pole pieces. Subsequent questions

ask whether the individual is irivolved in determining magnitudes

and directions 'of torque and induced voltages in motors. The final

stet of questions on motors asks about the types of motors the \

individual works on (synchronous motor, induction motor, etc.),

0

The complete data on motors and all the other sections are

analyeed to determine field utilization of the electronic principles

training.

Administration of the Electronic Princlpies inventory (EPI)

Initial Field Test

In order to assess the universality of the instrument, it was

-

decided to administer the inventory to personnel in career fields re-

quiring various amounts of electronic-knowledge.' Figure I gives

the specialties In the communications-electronics systems, missile

electronics maintenance, andi avionics systems career fields which

wero sampled.

307X0 Telecommunications System Control
316XIL Missile System Maintenance.
324X0 Precision Measuring Equipment (PMEL)
326X0 Avionics Aerospace Ground Equipment (AGE)
328X3 Electronic Warfare System

Figure I. The electronic sp cialties which were field tested.
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Another variable addressed in selecting the sample for the initial

field 'tests was Major Air Command. Airmen serving in
.

the:Strategic

Air Command, Tactical AirCommand, and Aerospace Defense COmmand,were

surveyed. These three commands represent the bulk of USAF airpower in

the continental United State

TheEPI was administered' small groups of airmen (N=200) by

project members at seven diff ent locations thrOughout the United States.

Average time needed to take the EPI was one and a Half hours.4

Full-scale Administration

Once the EPI has been reviewed and finalized it will be administered

worldwide to all Electronic Warfare System personnel (AFSC 328X3) and

all Telecommunications Control Systems personnel (AFSC 307X0) In the

Air Force. Preliminary data from the initial field test indicate that

significant results regarding training and personnel classification

can be found for these specialties. It is expected that the worldwide

administration will take place in December, with Initial data being

available in March 1976. rfi

Results and Applications

Since the results presented here are based on-a limited field

Study, the emphasis in this-section will be on potential applications

of the results of surveys using the Electronic Principles Inventory
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Electronic Principles data can impact meaningfully on several

major functions which inclulp technical training, personnel classifioa

tion, and promotion testing.

Technical Training and'Personnel Classificatioh

Preliminary results indicate that personnel in different specialties

use different amounts of electronic principles theory in performing

their jobs. Figure 2 shows the average use of electronic principles

theory, which is indicative of the probability of use by any one

individual within a specialty. The range of average use ig from 10%

to 51%:

FULL USE 1Q0

80

60

USAGE

SCORE

(PERCENT)
40

20

NO USE 0

324X0 326X0 328X3 316X1l. 307X0

Figure 2. Average use of electronic theory, by five specialties in the
Air Force.

9



Traiiiing organizations, howeVer, are more interested-in the total

use of electronic principles theory by all individuals in the specialty.

The data. shown in Figure 3.indicate a range of total usage between. 14%

and 84%.

FULL USE 100

80

USAGE
SCORE 60
(PERCENT)

40

20

NO USE

OVERTRAINING

OVERTRAINING

. 324X0 326X0 328X3 316' I. 307X

Figure 3. Total use of electronic theory by all FndiViduale in five
Air Force specialties.

The.percent or area above the curve'represents,overtraining. That

is, nobody In specialty 324X0 indicated a ti4q3 for 16% .6f the electronic

principles theory; 86% of the taught electronic principles theory is not

used by specialty 3A7X0 personnel. Relating the data on the curve to
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the mental framework for analysis developed in Appendix A, one can see

that the area below the curve represents the depth and breadth of cilectronit

principles knowledge used by the specialties.

In support of .the conclusion that, nobody uses the theory above the

curve, the specific information (16%) that specialty 324X0 does not use

was identified. The group of 324X0 specialists that writes the Specialty

Knowledge Test (SKT) was asked questions about this information. They

Indicated no use of, familiarity with, or relevance for such information

in their job. Yet, one ca o to some of the basic electronic courses

and find that an individual cannot ogr ss through the course unless

he demonstrates his comprehension of such k owledge. Referring to the

model developed in this project, it can be shown that much of this

extraneous course information is,presented at a depth below the level of

practical use, that is, at the structure and process MICRO level (in

Appendix A), which generally is of importance only to design engineers.

To further validate the conclusion that information above the curve
re

represents overtraining, the extraneous Information was compared with

the course material of an electrical engineering department at the collage

level. The-comparison itself was made by the faculty of the college.

They concluded that:, "Only about 5% of the extraneous infar46flon

taught her6 Cat the institution]; the rest Is physics theor'."

The data also indrcate that most of the knowledge Is Cumulative

between specialties. Take, for example, the knowledge used on the

job by 307X0 personnel and compare it with the knowledge/used by

324X0. The 324X0 personnel use the same 14% of the knoWledge which Is

A



used b'y th '307X0 pe rsonne I , and an. add i t i onal 70%.

/Fi g.Ure 4, combines the two, prey] curves and gives an overview

4
6-f .the full impact of the data.

FULL USE,. 100
To CURVE USE OF THEORY OF ALL IND IDUALS

BOTTOM CURVE AVERAGEUS OF THEORY

80

USAGE OVERTRAINING

SCORE
60

(PERCENT)

VARIABILITY

NO USE
324X0 326X0 328)C3 316X1L 307X0

Figure Total use and average .use of electronic theory by five
specialties in the Air For e.

The data can be di vided i/nto the following categories;

I e

training within ac pci e I ty.

2. The perc t or area below the top curve represents 'the total

The percent or area above the top curve- represents over

1/4

usage made of electron c theory training within each specj al ty,
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3. The percent or afea between the curves represents the degree

of variability of use of electronic training within.each. specialty.

Variability for each/Spetialty. is determined.by.subtracting the

appropriate value on the bottom curve from the value on the top

curve., This value giVps a difference or variability score whose

utilization wil 1 140:discussed shdrtly.
-

. 4. The percent or area below the bottom curye re resents the
, ,

average use madeiof electronic theory training w hin each specialty.

Table I presents the same data as th- urves in Figure 4. One

obvious use for this information in formulating a hierarchy of

specialties.bawd on tech al difficulty. Since thelp_ Is :a large

amount of overlapping of the uses of electronics theory between

specialties, the establishment of a hierarchy of specialties based

on technical difficulty can provide managers with data to make

decisions on determining the most equitable moves (.forced or volunteer)

between specialties. For example, when one specialty needs to be

filled, the question arises: What other specialties are the closest

in terms of use of electronic knowledge? 'Specifically, if vacancies

in 326X0 existed, it would be more logical to move people into that

'specialty' from 324X0 and 328X3 than from 307X0. ifJt became necessary

to fill 326X0 slots with 307X0 personnel, a refresher basic electronic

course would seemAesirable. On the other ,hand, if vacancies, existed

in 307X0, any of the specialties listed above 307X0 couO easily fill

the slots after an equipment orientation%

13



Table 1

Percent of Average Use and Total Use of Electronic

Principle! Training by Five Air Force Specialties/

13

S

324(0

'326X0-

32.8X3

,316X1L

307X0

Average use Total use Difference

50.65. 83.96 , 33,31

31.18 43.98 12.80

20,18 57.'68 37;50

15.09 25.80 10.71

10.49 13,72 3.

Note. According to Air Force Manual 39-1 all specialties listed require

the same minimum electronics score C801 for entr into the specialty.

Air Forc Specialty Code .

Another use for the data is. in the determination of whether to

,a a

combine or shr'edout various specialties. For example, a specialty

with a high usage score and a high difference score is indicative of

a specialty which uses, a high levellof electronic theory, aniSiin which

groups of individuals within the specialty use different portions of

electronic theory. Based on this data, one would perhaps recommend a

shredObt of the specialty. The data can also be used to give managers

an indication of the amount Of cross - training needed by personnel within

a given specialty. A low variability or difference score indicates

that personnel in that specialty can be moved around easily. For
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example, for 307X0, the degree of variabil4ty within the speci

expressed as a difference score is 3.23. Compare this w.ith 33.31,

he difference score for 324X0. What this comparison means is

Ity

that, based on the use of electronic knowledge, personnel in 307X0

are comparatively easily cross-trained within the specialty, whereas, -

personnel in 324X0 are not. This conclusion has been partially verified

b' interviewing 307X0 and 324X0 specialists.

This data could also be used as inputs to either of the following

detlgion processes: (1) -that which lnvolves a reduCtion-cin-force

(RIF); (;2,) that which involves who will be allowed to reenlist

(selective reenlistment). Other thiiigs being equal it would make more

sense to retain those people with a higher experience, level in

electronics. High usage scores are indicative of a career field with

a high experi6ce level in electronic.

Another application for the data shown in Table I relates to the

initial placement of personnel in various specialties. Presently,

all the listed specialties require the same minimuT electronics score

(80) for entry into the specialty. The hierarchy of specialties

based on electronic difficulty gives program managers options such

that they could place persons with higher electronic aptitudes in

the more difficulteletronjc specialties. For example, the 324X0

(Precision Measuring Equipment) specialty could receive a:larger

proportion of persons with higher electronic scores, Since the 324X0

personnel perform the critical calibration tasks for most of the

electronic-equipment used by all Air Force specialties, the concept

appears sound.
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I'mpac-VIPor lnterservice Electr nic Training

The model couqd be,use to initiate a 'f asibility,studyfor

dete4ining the extent to electronic s ecialties in each_,

serviceioverlap in r use of electronic theory. Based on this'
r \

.,
.

infOrmation, d sions cced be made concerning joint training. If .

joint training- Is impleniented, the model could be Used to evaluate
.

.
. e

continually and update the training program4. For those military

15

1/
eSpecialties whos raining it is not advisable to combine, the

.model cant at a minimum, provide Information on those portions of

electronic theory which are most used, least used, and not used.

Specific Comments on Training

In general, electronic principles trpini,ng is'broken Into a P

series ot'discrete modules, sections, or ilesSon plans. A trainee

for a specific Air Force specialty may be required to pass any subset

of these modules before being allowed to train on the equipment he will

work with in the field. The EPI-has been constructed in such a manner

that its sections correspond with the modules. Thus, the data are

immediately usable by the training units. Table 2 illustrates how.one

could determine which lessons or modules of training are required by

field personnel to perform their Jobs. The example is for AFSC 328X3

(Electronic Warfare Systems personnel); the last.column of numbers shows

the percent of each module which is actually, used in the field by all

328X3. Further, the data can be broken down by, command, as shown by

o'
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the first an¢ second columns, which compare Strategic Air Command (-SA
.

vi)

328X3 persovel with Tactical Air Command (TAC) 328X3 personnel. Th

data cou.ld be broken down by any chosen variable,' such as. time in
o

service; grade, .etc.

T

Percent of Theory Used by SAC apd TAB'

Electronic Warfare Systems Personnel/ 3 8X3)

Subject SAC
328X3

TAC
328X3

AC AND TAC,

. 328X3

D. C. and Voltage 44 44' . 44

MultiMeter Uses 60: 60 60

Meter Movemen4" 75 75 .75

Transformers 37 47 50

Relays 50 -50 50,

Microphones 0 40 40

.

Speakers 0 44 44

Motors - 63 0 63

Generators 23 0 23

ey
,
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...

e

. .
1.1 r

0 .4 One can also compare usage of module between specialtes. Both
e.

speciatties, 30X3 And302X0 (Telecommunicatio4'System Control) tke

.

thepsame course with minor variations: The ffirst&column of numbers in

Table 3 shOws the sercent of theory needed by 328X3; the second column

/

shows the percent of theory needed by 307X01 e third column shows

,the combined need for theory by 307X0 and 328X3\ .The third column

of numbers'gives an indication of +1.4 overlap of theory, and thus is

useful' in makjng.decisions about combining basic ele onit courses.

The data indicate that the 307X0 personnel are not using'anY of the

7

listed theory portions of their basic electronic course beyond speakers.

Although this example is from limited data collection, the results are

corroborated from the occupational survey done on AFSC 307X0

(AFPT 90-307-081).whiCn.shows an extremely limited basic technical

for 307X0 personnel. in addition to the obvious conclusiom

that 307X0 personnel are overtrained, other inferences can be made.

First, if the present course for 307X0 personnel were reduced in scope,

it is probable that fewer students would be eliminated due to academics.

tSecond, shorter courses mean quicker utilization of;personnel in the

field and reduced training costs. Third, persons, such as those taking

the longer course required for 324X0 and who are elimknated for academic

reasons, could be considered for the 307X0 specialty, or other less.

. demandinglin the electronic sense) specialties. Thus, the time and

money already invested in the person could be salvaged.

3
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Percent of Theory `Used by

328X3 and 307X0 Personnel

-...,

Subject 328X3 307X0 307X0
and

328X3

D. C. and Voltage 44 33 44

Multimeter Uses 60 60. 60

Meter Movements 75 83 83

transformers 50 16 53

Relays_ 50 0 50

Microphones 40 13 40

.

Speakers 44 31 50

Motors , 63 . 0 63-

Generators 23 0 23

Diodes 45 0 ' 45

Transistors 59 0 59

Transistor Amplifiers 81 0 81

Electron Tubes 38 0 38

Power Supplies 78. 0 78

Sviurable.Reactors and
Magnetic Amplifiers 6 0 6

Synchro-Servo Systems 0 0 0

Transmission Lines 56 0 56

18
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Table 3 (Continued)

Subject 328X3

Antennas 65

AM Systems 91

FiN1 SystemS 91'

Single Sideband Systems 90

19

307X0 307X0
and

328X3

0 65

0 91

0 91

p 90

At a more refined level of data reduction, the EPI gives a

hierarchy of percent responding yes to specific EPI statements.

Figure 5 shows those items in the EPI to which 50% to 60% of the

328X3 sample rponded yes. the items shown reflect the actual field

Use of the material taught, or thattwhich should be taught, in the
7

basic electronic course.

DO YOU WORK WITH DIODES ON YOUR PRESENT JOB?

DO YOU REFER TO OR NEED TO HAVE A KNOWLEDGEOF:

NOW TO REPLACE DIODES ON A CIRCUIT BOARD?

HOW TO REPLACE. DIODES ON A CHASSIS?

oo YOU REFER TO OR USE:

TRANSISTOR SCHEMATIC SYMBOLS?
TRANSISTOR SUBSTITUTION INFORMATION?

DO YOU WORK WITH TRANSISTOR AMPLIFIERS.ON YOUR PRESENT JOB/

FIGURE 5, REPRESENTA1IVE ITEMS TOWHICH 50% TO 60;,OF THE

ELECTRONIC WARFARE SYSTEMS PERSONNEL RESPONDED YES.

A
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On the other hand, Figure 6 showS those items which are taught in

the basic course and which nobody in the field uses.

DO. YOU REFER TO:

NUMBER OF ELECTRONS IN A PARTICULAR SHELL OR ORBIT?

ATOMIC NUMBER?

CONDUCTION BAND IN SEMICONDUCTOR MATERIALS?,

ACCEPTOR IMPURITY IN SEMICONDUCTORS?

DO YOU USE OR LEER IQ THE TRANSISTOR GAIN GAMMA?

-DO YOU CALCULATE THE FOLLOWING TRANSISTOR GAINS;

ALPHA?

GAMMA?

.TTppEMEE

POINT (0) OF A TRANSISTOR

DO YOU USE QB_ TO THE ELECTRON TUBE PARAMETER CALLED AC
PLATE RESIST

DO YOU CALCULATE AC PLATE RESISTANCE?

FIGURE 6. REPRESENTATIVE ITEMS W THE EPI TO WHICH NOBODY IN THE SAMPLE OF

'328X3 RESPONDED YES.

At present; we haye little or no information about the utilization

of basic electronic theory for 'individuals or groups over time within

any given specialty. The curves shown in Figure 7 demonstrate another

application of the EPI data. The curves represent hypothetical usage

4,



USAGE

SCORE

(PERCENT)

100

50

21

CASE A HIGH ELECTRONIC USAGE DURING 1ST ENLISTMENT

CASE B Low ELECTRONIC USAGE DURING 1S1 ENLISTMENT

8 12
YEARS IN SPECIALTY

Figure 7. Two hypothetical usage curves for a given speOialty over a
20 year period.

for two possible cases. For Case A, use of electronic theory is high in

the firSt fOur years; thus implying the need for a rather extensive basic

electronic course immediately after enlistment. Case B illustrates a low

initial usage for the first few years, with accelerated usage after the

four 'ear point. Sinte many military personnel depart the service after

their initial enlistment, it might be worthwhile, for Case B, to delay

extensive tneory training until after the individual reenlists'.

fr
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Related to training, another use for-the EPI data is in the

determination of what should be.taught in a new course. In the

hypothetical case of a new electronics specialty, a manager could

haVe the'writers of the technical and maintenance manuals fill out `N

the EPI. The resulting data could be used to form the core for the new

course.

The data from the EPI can also be used as a basis for interaction

between the training managers and the using agencies. it is not

uncommon for the using agencies to request that the training people

reevaluate their basic electronic courses. Such requests may state:

"Give your students more theory" or conversely, "Give your students

less theory." Specifically what is meant by such general words as

theory, basics, principles or fundamentals is not usually clearly

,defined. Even less clear is the task of identifying which portion of the

theory course is to be taughtimore, or whioh,portion is to be taught

less. The model developed in this project, when applied by the

training managers, is able to identify in a very specific manner the

most field-relevant and the least field-relevant information,in the

training course. Likewise, the results from the EPI will enable the

using agencies to levy more realistic training requirements oh the

training programs.

Promotion Testing

Specialty.Knowledge Tests (SKTs) are used in the Air Force as one

factor in the airmen promotion system. These tests traditionally are
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composed,of basic-electronic theory questions as well as specific

equipment questions for each of the electronic speclalties. At present,

there is no hard data on which portions of the basic electronic theory

apply most to a given specialty. EPI data can proOde guidelines for

establishing specific sets of knowledge items which May be used for

knowledge tests for given specialties, and thus support or increase

present test validity. Within the same specialty, the EPI is able to

determine which basic electronic questions are the most\equitable to

ask. For example, refer back to Table 2, which compares SAC and TAC,

electronic warfare specialists (328X3). From Table 2 it c n be seen that

SAC 328X3 personnel do not work with microphones and spea'ers, while

TAC personnel dcrnot work with motors and generators. Ea h group

would be at,a disadvantage if asked questions about Item they do not

work with. In addition to the selection of the most equitable test

items for h spe6lalty, the EPI also gives the testing people an

indication of the risks involved in the testing procedure by not

having certain commands represented when the tests are being constructed.

One of the implications of establishing sets of theory questions

which are job relevant for specialties Would be to have a panel of -

electronic theory experts develop an item bank of electronic theory

test items for all electrdnics specialties. Specialists could then

select 'items from the item bank for their own specialty, thus reducing

their workload, since they would only have to develop equipment test;

items. The bank would be of such a size that any possible compromises
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of a test could be handled by switch o a new set of basic

electron),c principles questions.

Since the SKTs are made .py groups of personnel on temporary duty

24..

status, a reduced workload can be interpreted in terms of money saved.

Conclusion

The Electronic Principles InVentory (EPI) represents a major

contribution in the identification of the type 'of electronic training

needed to perform any job. It is general in nature, and Thus can be

administered to .anyone who works with electronics, regardless of the

level of involvement (maintenance, operations, training, etc.),

The data from the EPI scan be used:

a I. By training organizations to evaluate existing prograns and4c

to make decisions about the organization of newprograms,

2. By managers interested In the feasibility of combining training

programs.

3. By field organizations to evaluate the utilization of training

and to determine what is needed in terms of deficiencies.

4. By people who work on personnel classification systems to

determine optimum utilization of manpower between and within specialtioc.,,

5. By testing personnel to determine which portions of the

electronic theory relate to actual utilization.

V
1
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"heoretical Foundations of_thejlectronics Principles tnventory

Inorder to evaluate an'Z'Iready existing basic electronics course; 4

or to establish a new course, one is faced with questions involviN

the "what" ari4 "how much" of electronics, In order to discuss these

.things, the hypothetical constructs of deptho.breadth, structure,
, .

process and product have been devised. Oftentimds, it, is not a matter

of teaching or of not teaching somethingv if is a matter of the degree

or the level at which something should be taught.

The Depth Dimension of Electronics

Perhaps the best way to talk about the depth dimension of

electronics is.by way of illustration. Resistors will be used a's the

instrument of. discussion, since most persons have some idea of what

resistors are and do. In dealing with resistors the following, qiiestions,

demOnstrate the .levels of the depth dimension.

I. Should the person working with resistors have the general

knowledge tha-t most resistors show a decrease in,-.efficiency ith
4.0 1

increasing heat
'

or.
/

2, Should theperson'Working with,resistors have the specific

knowledge that the resistor he is working with has a 10% loss of

efficiency for 5% increase in temperature withinja specified

operating range or;

3. ,Should the person working with resistors have a knowledge

of how to compute or, derive the equation upor) Won the information
a

in two (2) above was based?
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The issue is: At what level of.electNoncs should the person

be concerned with? That is, what is the level of knowledge used in,

, ,the monitoring, troubleshooting, etc of electronics? Question one

deals with the MACRO level of the depth dimension and questions two

and three deal with the MICRO level of the depthdimenion.

The Breadth Dimension of Electronics

' There is a finite number of components? subassemblies, and assemblies

in electronics. That is, we have components such as resistors, capacitors

- inductors, diodes, transistors, tubes, etc.. We'have subassemblies which

use resistors, capacitors, inductors, diodts, transistors, tubes, etc.,
r

in various combination of parallel and series circuit elements. Then

we have the complete assembly, such as a power supply or oscillator,

which usually intludes a number of subassemblies. The fewer the

number of components, subassemblies and assemblies one has to deaf with,

the smaller his breadth dimensiOn of electronics,7

The Structure, Product, and Process of Electronics

The depth and breadth dimensions of electronics provide a partial

framework within\ which it is possible,to organize ideas about electronics.

To complete the framework, the structure, product and process of'

electronics will be discussed.

All electronic items have physical characteristics.(structure)

such as size, color, 'type of material, erc. Likewise, efectrOn c

items have input and output products. For example, a signal goes into

an amplifier at a specified leVel of input and comes out at a higher
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level of output. In general, electronic personnel are interested-in

determining if the input, output, or both are within acceptable levels.

This is true for monitoring, analyzing, troubleshooting, repairing,

aligning, calibrating, isolating, etc. , Herein lies the central,

question:. What electronic knowledge is used In performing those

functions (monitoring, analyzing, etc.)?

On the other hand, the process of electronics has to do with

-what is happening to the structure from time of input product until

time of output product. Figt.fre A/demonstrates the relationship

between structure, product and process,

Figure A shows a transistor amplifier whose structure consists of

the capacitor Cc, the resistors RD and Rb and the transistor Q1. The

current (input product) i ..5() microamperes (pA) and the amplified

output productis 2 milliamperes (mA). The process. whith is occurring

inside the. transistor.is shown' in the graph at the lower right of the

figure. The information on this figure wilt be used shortly to demonstrate

some jor points.
.-

. Synthesis
I.-

.. , .

The depth breadth, structureuproduct and process f electronics

wiil now be combined in such a manner as to provide a useful fraMework,

for organizing or evaluating basic!tiectronics4training.

The monitoring,,analyzing troubleshooting, or whatever else is

done. in electronics, represent's some aspect of cheCking a given Input

product, output product, or both. The/following CluestiOns provide the

basic underpinnings for the synthesiS.

O
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INPUT

STRUCTURE CC. ROI RL1 Q I
PROCESS
PROW INPUT, OUTPUT
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OUTPUT

, Figure A. A transistor amplifier circuit.
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VC

I. During the monitoring, analyzing, troubleshooting, etc.., of

electronic components, how much depth information about the structure

of components is used?

2. During the monitoring,..analyzing, 'troubleshooting, etc.,, of

electronic components, how much depth information about the process

going on inside the components is used?

3. During the monitoring, analyzing, troubleshooting, etc.,

electronic subassemblies,, how much- depth Information about the

structure of the subassemblies is used?
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4. During the monitoring, analyzing, troubleshooting, etc., of

electronic subassemblies, how much depth information about the

process going on inside the subassemblies is used?

5. During the monitoring, analyzing, troubleshooting, etc:, of

electronic assemblies, how much depth information about the'structure

of the alsemblies is used?

6. During'the monitoring, analyzing,, troubleshooting, etc of

electroniC assemblies, how much depth information about the process

going on inside the assemblies is used?

The six questions listed above seem repetitlye and indeed they

are.- However, since they form the'core of the EPI framework; they

are well worth emphasizing.

1st would appear logical that a person who monitors meters would

answer the six qbestions generated above In as different fashion.from-a

perton who repairs meters, or-from b person who uses meters as an

analytical tool for troubleshooting down to component parts. If in

fact, the pattern of answers Is quite different for the persons per-

-forming the three functions (monitoring, repairing, or using to

troubleshoot to component parts), then Is it riot, logical to ask 11 their

training in basic electronics should be on a different scale? The

initial findings of this project are that I:6 patterns of responses

are indeed widely varied between career fields and specialties;

yet, the training In many cases is similar, Another illustration

of the same point could be made by giving the Identical

V
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set of electronic-use questions to two persons employed by a television

repair shop. In this hypothetical example, let one person be responsible

for picking up the television set or for removing major components, such

as the power supply. Let the second person be responsible for rep'airing

.the faulty components in the shop. Should both be required to receive

extensive training in- electronic principles? This example has in fact

real counterparts in'some of our military electronic fields.and in the

,electronic principles training associated.with those fields. The

.problem has been in being able to identify the "what" and "how. much" of

elebtronic training actually used by each electronic specialty. The

EPI is able to Identify the "what" and the "how much" in a precise

manner for each specialty.

An Example Using the Synthesis

If one wants to write statements which can be used to analyze and

evaluate an already existing basic electronic training program, or If

one wants to initiate a new training program, the same approach can be

employed. Figure A will be used again to illustrate how the Synthesis

works. Take the case wherd there should be an output but there isn't

one. *The individual would be troubleshooting for the cause.

The components are C
C'

.R
D'

R
L'

and Ql, which are the capacitor;

the resistors and the transistor respectively. THe first set of

questior; (refer to question l'under Synthesis) Is concerned with

how much one has to know about the structure of the components in'

order to troubleshoot. Certainly,sfor troubleshooting one must be

ay if

4.
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able to distinguish between cc, 111-, RL and Q1 based on physical

characteristics such as size, color,'shape, etc., (the MACRO level).

Does one need to know things ,about the MICRO level of the, structure.

of the components, such as ttb type of materials the components are

constructed from? At a st11). lower MICRO level, does one need to knave

about the atomic structure of the material (number of neutrons, protons,

electrons, etc.)r ,

The next set of questions (refer,to question 2 under Synthesis)

has to do with how much one Was to know- about the process going-on inside

the components in order to troubleshoot. For troubleshooting, one

should know that the transistor Q1 acts as a variable resistor- and -

that It has a forward and reverse bias (the MACRO level). Does one

need to know 'things about the MICRO level of the process of the
.

i2r
'transistor, such as the thovement of mkority Ofmajority -carriers?

At a still loaer,MICRO level; does one need to know about energy level

diagrams which describe barrier height and iiidth? Using this second

set of questions, the same statements could be applied to the capacitor

and to the resistors.

As has been done above, a set of questions could be generated from

questions ;I'm; 4, 5 and 6 listed. underynthesis.

All the questions or statements used in this example haVe been

_applied to the case of someone troubleshooting a transistor amplifier.

-Even for this case of someone actually touchirig the components

(assuming troOleshooting inVolves "hands on" maintenance), many of
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the MICRO gtatements developed for structure and process do not apply.

How much less applicability do these questions and statements have for

someone who does not touch components, such as for a-person who

monitors or operates electronic equipment?

Conclusion

The Electronic Princrples Inventory developed in this project

anAlyzed-tne electronic principles course content using the Synthesis

rt
described above as a mental framework for developing a set of

approximately 600 statements which would determine actual use of

electronic principles in the field,

O

II

7


